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Please do not submit a �le ontaining only the answers; edit this
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1 Preliminaries

A partial funtion g is said to be a restrition of a partial funtion f , written

g ⊆ f i�

∀x ∈ dom(g). g(x) = f(x)

Note: this notation �overloads� the symbol ⊆. Indeed, we shall write A ⊆ B
to express a subset relation between two sets, and g ⊆ f to express a restrition

relation between two funtions.

(From a formal point of view, sine we de�ned funtions as set of pairs the

two notions oinide: the restrition relation above is equivalent to requiring

that 〈a, b〉 ∈ g =⇒ 〈a, b〉 ∈ f for all a, b, whih indeed states that g is a

�subset� of f).

2 Question

Let F be the set of partial funtions {f ∈ (N N)|∀x ∈ N. f(2 · x) = x}.

• De�ne two distint partial funtions f1, f2 whih belong to F . (I.e, provide

two suh examples.)

• De�ne two distint partial funtions g1, g2 whih do not belong to F . (I.e,

provide two suh examples.)

• De�ne a partial funtion f ∈ F , and onsider the set of its �nite restri-

tions G = {g ∈ (N N)|g ⊆ f ∧ dom(g) �nite}.

� De�ne two distint partial funtions h1, h2 whih belong to G. (I.e,

provide two suh examples.)
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� Prove whether F ∩ G = ∅.

2.1 Answer

The requirements are that the futions are partial from the set of natural number

to the set of natural number and that, on even numbers, they returns one half

the value.

• We an de�ne two partial funtions as follows. The �rst is f1(x) =
{

x/2 if x is even

undefined otherwise
, so if the value in the domain in even it re-

turns the half and the funtion is partial. The seond one is f2(x) =
{

x/2 if x is even

x otherwise
. In this ase we do not have unde�ned values but it

is still a partial funtion by de�nition and the property f(2 · x) = x is

preserved.

• We an de�ne two patial funtions g1, g2 ∈ (N  N) that do not belog

to F as follows. The �rst an be g1(x) =

{

x if x < 10

undefined otherwise
and

the seond an be g2(x) =

{

2 · x if x > 5

undefined otherwise
. They basially do

not belong to F beause they do not satis�es the ondition expressed by

f(2 · x) = x.

• We an take the de�nition of f1 and all it just f . So, h1, h2 must be

restritions of this f and they must have a �nite domain that is, in the

ase of a partial funtion, the set of value for whih it is de�ned. So these

funtions are: h1(x) = f(x), ∀x < 10 and h2(x) = f(x), ∀10 < x < 100.
Basially we make the domain �nite by restriting the domain of f to

some values, in partiular in the �rst ase to the ones that are less then 10

and the seond to the one between 10 and 100. To prove that F ∩ G = ∅
we just have to analyze the domain of the funtions. In the set F we

have only funtions with in�nite domain beause they must be de�nite on

all even values of N while in the G set we have only funtions that have

�nite domain by de�nition. Given that a funtion annot have �nite and

in�nite domain at the same time, the intersetion between these two sets

will always be empty.

Note.

The next part is an advaned exerise. I'd suggest to skip it, unless you want

an extra hallenge.
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3 Preliminaries

Let R be a set of inferene rules over elements of a set A. Then, R indues a

funtion R̂ ∈ (P(A) → P(A)) given by

R̂(X) = {y | ∃(
x1 . . . xn

z
) ∈ R ∧ y = z ∧ ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.xi ∈ X}

4 Question

Let m,n range over natural numbers. Consider the following set of inferene

rules R

n m

n ·m 1

n

n · 2

an the sets

E = {2 · n | n ∈ N} O = {2 · n+ 1 | n ∈ N}

Then, answer the questions below.

1. State whether R̂(O) ⊆ O

2. State whether O ⊆ R̂(O)

3. State whether R̂(E) ⊆ E

4. State whether E ⊆ R̂(E)

5. State whether R̂(N) ⊆ N

6. State whether N ⊆ R̂(N)

7. State whether R̂(E ∪ {1}) ⊆ E ∪ {1}

You may whish to exploit the answer for some question when answering another.

Finally:

1. Charaterize the minimum �xed point of R̂, i.e.

⋂

{X | R̂(X) = X}

2. Charaterize the maximum �xed point of R̂, i.e.

⋃

{X | R̂(X) = X}

4.1 Answer

Notie that set E represent the set of even number while the set O represent

the set of odd number.

1. If we an apply the rules just one time we �nd that the set R̂(O) ontains
all the odd number (found by applying the �rst rule with 1 as n and

inlunding 1 by the seond rule) and all the double of every odd number,

due to the last rule. Si the set R̂(O) is bigger that the set O and by that

it is not a subset and so the property is false.
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2. In this ase, as I explained in the previous point, the ondition is satis�ed

beause R̂(O) is just O unite with the set of double of all the odd numbers

and so the property is true.

3. The set R̂(E) ontains all the even numbers (that an be found with the

last rule) exept for the ones that are alulated from a odd number (like

2, 6, 10 and so on) and plus the element 1 (found with the seond rule).

In partiular, due to this last ase, it is not a subset of the even numbers

set E and so the property is false.

4. For the reasons explained in the previous point, in partiular due to the

fat that R̂(E) does not ontain every even number, the property is false.

5. By simply applying the �rst rule with n = 1 we an found all the numbers

in N exept for 1 (RZ: atually, 1 an be generated by n = m = 1) that we
get from the seond rule. By that, R̂(N) is the set of all natural numbers

N and so the property is true.

6. Like before, the two sets are the same so even this time the property is

true.

7. With the inlusion of the number 1 we an �nd (by applying the �rst rule

with 1) all the even numbers. So, if in 3. and 4. some even numbers were

missing, now we an have all of them and by that the two sets are equal

so the property is true.

Last two points:

1. In order to �nd the minumum �xed point we need to start from the emtpy

set and make steps by applying the R̂ funtion and until we reah a stable

solution. In partiular this is ahieved by the set of power of two. At the

�rst step we add just one, then by applying the funtion to this set we get

X = {1, 2} (due to the �rst or the last rule), then we add also 4 (due to

the same two rules) and so on.

2. The maximum �xed point, as we saw in previous exerise, should be just

N.
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